Looking Back...

Humboldt Senior High 2003

When we look back,
these are the times we'll see.

Well remember all that we were,
all that we hoped to be.

Humboldt is more than a memory,
it is a mirror that reflects our lives.

Humboldt is a place where
foundations are built
and where dreams become goals.
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...Moving Forward
Lookin
Together we change...
...but our spirits remain the same.
Homecoming 2002 was full of fun and excitement! Jenny Harrington and Crystal Royce, the mistresses of the ceremony, presented each candidate to the student body. Everyone cheered as the individual couples graced the gym with their presence. The anticipation was high when it came time for crowning the King & Queen. Kong Vue and Genny Yang won Homecoming King and Queen. They expressed their gratitude with bright, brilliant smiles. The crowd was superb and it was a fun time for all.
On October 11, 2002, Humboldt played its homecoming game against the Harding knights. The school was hyped up with homecoming events such as the Pep Fest and the Spirit Days.

During halftime, Humboldt officially dedicated its field and athletic complex in name of Bob Ryan. During the 70s and 80s, Ryan coached football, wrestling and track and field. He showed outstanding coaching skills and received wrestling coach of the year in 1987.

The game began and the crowd went wild. Afterwards, the student council did a great job setting up for the Homecoming dance. It was a night filled with fun.
Together we grow...

Every new day allows us a new chance to succeed. The hard-working staff and great teachers too are what gives Humboldt students the chance to believe in dreams that will come true.
We cross the paths of a thousand worlds exploring each other and the new.
Discovering the limitless possibilities of the things we can do.

Together we change.
Together we fly...
It's not all work here at Humboldt.

Smiles dominate the halls before, during and after classes.

From challenging courses to fun electives...

Humboldt students put their best effort forth.

Together we soar!
Anthony Behman

I want to give a shout out to MD SNAP! I love you. CM, RF, TA, A, BM, GB, FB, YG, DH. Peace. Batmans out.

Janai Beck

Thanks to my family & God for helping me through. Thanks to all my teachers throughout the years. Ms. A, Ms. A, Mr. G. and friends MT, CM, YG, SA

Christina Beverly

He he we're seniors I wanna say a big thank you to all my friends AC, SF, TH, KN, BM, AM, DH, DL, FLA MBA NS. Good luck to everyone. Peace homes. RF forever!
Leticia Ariss

Sarah Aura

Thank you to my family! To the class of '03, we've made it!
M&M's! The park! To my friends: ME, CE, GA, LE, AM,
SG, JR, CM, MI, AR, AB, AH.
RF, RN

Edgar Barbosa

I feel that these four years went
by fast. I will remember all the
memories I had especially one and
that's my girlfriend, Veronica.

Isidro Bazan

Anthony Bly

This year goes to my mom. I love
you. Triple A for life, baby!
Cheers go out to my friends:
MI, CM, AB, AH, PE, AL, CM.
To all the names I left out, I am
gonna forget you. Page 16.

Ron Bourgoin

I want to thank the staff that
have worked with me in the past.
4 years. Adapted Sports Rules
Go Team!

Alan Boyd

I want to thank all the people for
the last 4 years. D, SA, RH, DH, KS, JC.
VI
Brigid Brennan
Some people awaken us to new understanding with the passing whisper of their wisdom. They stay in our lives for a while, leave footprints on our hearts, and we are never the same.

Nyasbuny Cherry
High school is the greatest out of all the grade it show that lots of people could learn at high school. Having friends was good too. Going to prom and the game with friends is fun.

Senior Poll
Best Athletes
Craig Landfair
&
Crystal Royce

Maxwell Brown

Dominique Buckley

Yonathan Chuy

Sunny Columbus

Jose Contreras
Senior Jibberish

Who has influenced you while at Humboldt?

Mr. Schuhleben, because he is an awesome teacher and believes in each and every one of his students.

Brittini Nielson

Who will you remember 5 years from now?

I will remember Stacy Gaona because of Makeup Class and begging everybody in Tutoring.

Sarah Stewart

Misha Dameron

People are always going to be second to bring you down, just keep your head up and flash your guns. My My

Marsol Sloney Daz

Thanks to God & my familia, I love you! Anthony I love you (Promises 2M SERIOUS) thank RF, to RB: Blank, EH, RFN, HF, (Big Brother) YG (good luck), AB (had plug) 2003 special lov!

Luis Castillo

First I want to thank myself for believing in myself. Second I want to thank my family for being there for me.
Christian Duarte Serrato

I want to say thank you to all the people that helped me throughout these 4 years, including teachers, friends, and family. THANK YOU.

Melissa A. Edwards


Roman Flores

Thank mom & dad for always being there for me. To all my friends see ya'll around. To the Flores family hasta el fina! O/O 2003.

Stacy Innocente Gaona

I want to thank my mom & dad for their guidance & understanding. motel for always being there & to the rest, JM, AM, 35, BY, SN, & MA, much love class of 2003.
If you had a million dollars, how much would you give me?

Let me see, you are one of a kind, you are one nice girl, you have one goal. Maybe one dollar for the one thing you did for me.

Misha Dameron

What would you do for a graphing calculator?

I would do a duct with Mr. Kranz.

Janai Beck

---

Mohammed Parsah

Lanny Paherty

Elisa Flores

Adapted Cheerleading was the bomb! I would like to thank my family and the teachers. I will miss you!

Senior Jibberish

If you had a million dollars, how much would you give me?

Let me see, you are one of a kind, you are one nice girl, you have one goal. Maybe one dollar for the one thing you did for me.

Misha Dameron

What would you do for a graphing calculator?

I would do a duct with Mr. Kranz.

Janai Beck

Mersi Garcia

Yaaman Garcia

Bradley Goff

I played 2 years of soccer, football, 3 years of basketball & baseball and the class of '93 is the best class there ever will be!
Sulma Gonzalez Parades
Quiero agradecer a mi familia por ayudarme en todos los cosas de la vida Groove.

Nicholas Haley
Life fast, have a blast.

Clinton Hall

Senior Poll

Most Changed
Quinton Perry
&
Dary Youen

Latoya S. Henderson
I would like to thank everybody that helped me get this far. My grandparents, family & friends.
JL, TW, TS, JR, CL, SS

Yee Her

Yue Phong Her
Racial

Tara Hernandez
Jennifer Harrington
Thank you mom, Thomas & God. Rob & I love you. Lizza see you next year. Thank OS, EN, LN, M, MT, CA, RK, AR, OH. Good luck & God Bless 03.

David Heckman
FATBOM WE FINALLY DID IT! Were here. To all the boys EN, 03, BG, DL, OS & whoever I forgot. To the SENIOR class, we did it GM thanks for being there for me. I love you. To my parents for pushing me all these years. 03

Senior Poll

Biggest TroubleMakers

David Holland

&

Chaquita Walker

Veronica Hernandez
I want to thank God, all the people that supported me & believed in me, my family, Mr. P, my boyfriend Edgar for being there for me. I love you.

Dega Hera
I want to thank God.

Jacob Holub
Senior Poll

Worst Driver

Davin Lindsey &
Angelia McQuillan

David Lee Holland
Goodbye, so long. Adios, peace out, goodnight. I really hate to leave but... NO way! I'm glad to be leaving. See y'all ELJ, FG HS & OK
TH, SF & KATY

Victoria Lee Holland
I'd like to thank those who helped me succeed, & those who kept me laughing the whole way. RN, SP, EMERGENCY, NURSING, HUMBER, JCAO Wall 10-9! Toss is over & out (Ly. &B)

Audra Holden

Kevin Jack

Martrel Jaco

Muna Jama

Guadalupe Jimenez

Gracias a Dios por todo. A mi hermano NAG por siempre estar conmigo & el bebé que viene en camino. A las estrellas JK, por estar siempre conmigo. A Luis Loose bailadores, TP, YS & YG. Te aman a tu bebé. A mi Pitufo.
**Senior Jibberish**

What are the chicken patties really made of?

Skunk must stop sign, the upper lip of a pig and chicken poop. They only use chicken poop so they can call it a chicken patty.

Anthony Behrman

What is your advice for underclassman?

Don’t forget... want fries with that?

Audra Holden

---

Jamie Jodell

Nicole Johnson

Abdulhakim Kadir

Oroma shall be FREE
Synath Khorn
Ill cherish all the good times, but not the bad times. I thank all my good friends because I know they'll be there till the road ends. Much love to SJ, BY, LES, CR.

Jennifer Lafavor
We're done Tammy & Tara. I love U guys! RIP my girl Marty. UR in my heart. Wish you were here to share this year. Thanks Mr. Warren & JROTC for always being there for me. To the only real PEW, thanks for being true.

Jennifer Lafavor

Adrian Lamasrid
To my friends & my family. Para mi amigos y para mi familia. por apoyarme, para todos mis homieyoe.

Kabco Lor
Flatter me & I may not believe you. Criticize me & I may not like you. Ignore me & I may not forgive you. Encourage me & I may not forget you. 2003 model.

Anne Ly
Remember you can't live w/o passion & mistakes in the man should be a daily routine.

Anne Ly
To God for giving me the courage to believe in myself. To my mom, dad, & family, Eagles, & I love you all so much. To SJ, BY, LES, & SJ we did. JL, SG, & SU ya next. AJ & SN keep your heads up.

Mai Ly
Life is too short, there is no time for regrets.
Craig Landfather
2003, I'm finally up out of this
nest lid like to give a shout-out
to my home FL, 3:02:39 PM.
EVE, CR, LM, my wife IAM, TB,
and my family.

Davin Lindsey

Jessica Lopez
'Thank you mom, I couldn't do
this without you! Grandma
Lindsey rest in peace, Keda, it
worth, my best Ferrico & Lil
Chocolate & the homes: Rayana,
Leaha, Monique, I love you!

Senior Poll

Most School Spirit

Tony Schwartz
&
Rhianne Wonick

Shang Ly
One thing that I'll miss for sure as
the wonderful friends & teachers
that I have met. I would like to
thank my parents for always
being there for me. Oct 2003
If at
least you don't succeed, don't
quit. And try again. -Ashish

Eva Martinez Velaquez
I want to thank my parents for
supporting me & helping me so
much. I also want to thank God.

Shaughn McCardy
Sleep have frozen dreams for I am
a teenage pass it on flesh &
bones withheld too long yet at
young legs shiny black leg bone:
Berrington
Roman Flores

Biggest Gossips

Roman Flores
&

Leah Nielson

Jennifer Lynn Rose McGee

My time at Humboldt seemed short. Challenging myself has paid off. Next year UVCRP. Mom, Dad, LES, XT & everyone else I didn't say thank you for your help.

Angela McQuillen

I wanna thank God for holding me up. My mom & dad for always being there RM & AM love you guys. SS there lies 4 passion jobs in the air RN, SS, Good times SF, CE, VH, RN, RM we did it. We can't cause any more trouble. Thanks to VB, AM un neededoro.

Angela J. Mendez

I first want to thank mom & dad for spoiling me all these years. To the rest of my family for your support. To the crazy girl MT, MS, my college buddies TR, RN, my soror girl's OR, JH, NS, & Mr. SM for keeping it real.

Senior Poll

Houa Moua

Heavenly Father let my words be few. Jesus, I am so in love with you. May all things be done in your glory. CT, I love you sweetly. Family, I love you CM. 2006 you rock. Love you all. Everyone I can't name. Thank you for ever.

Khang Moua

Were done, now what?
Senior Jibberish

What is your most memorable moment at Humboldt?

When Khairee was zooming out on me while she asked this question... Meeting this guy right here (Anthony) and the Grease play in tenth grade. "WING"

Marisol Diaz

What is your favorite class?

My favorite class was make-up class [gym] with Sarah Stewart.

Stacy Gaona

Thank you Humboldt for letting me be good at things I never knew I could do. Thank you, MA, ME, VH, MR, MG, ML, RB, RN, SW & TN.

Brandi Morgan

Thank you for all your help and for being there for me.

Michael Merchant

Cynthia M. Morales

Thanks mom & Rangel, I love you! My family, my fellow 03 friends, all maze & Dee yall, ML, JR, BF, RG, AR, YG, GM, AM, LR, ME.

BN, Leo I love you.

Jon Madek

I'd like to say thank you to all my teachers & my friends. I will miss you all.

Cassee Ness

Choya Moua

Jenny Newberry
Sunny Nguyen
Some bad des & mistakes especially U, Ai. Hope u make betr choices. 2 b a betr person, SL drive 4 a betr future. 2 SQ, LS & OY we finally did it!!! Always remeem. Frenz come & go but ur true frenz always stick w u.

Melissa Nguyen

Britini Nielsen
Thanks to everyone. God, mom, dad & Katti you're the best. Thnks for hanging out. With LN, SS, RN & AN & DH, JR & LR. Thanks & good luck.

Senior Poll

 Laziest
Rath Oub & Jenny McGee

Joseph O'Brien

Clara Ortegon
I look back at 4 years here & think this school is not as bad as people say it is, to enjoy your years here. 03 rules!

Tonia Patterson
I will miss all my teachers & friends. Adapted sports 7-12 we rock! Thanks mom & dad.

Vanessa Peñalosa
Hi, bye & until tomorrow. I love my baby. I thank my mom. A&L's my baby, family & friends who drive me crazy & concert troubles to psy & to all the people who stood by my side inclding teachers.
Senior Poll

Cutest Couple

Rob Noyola
&
Jenny Harrington

Daveal Perry

I want to thank my teachers. I had a blast in school. I'm gonna miss you all.

Syndel A. Peterson

I wanna say thank you to everybody, especially my friends. Stevie remember yesterday? No, I hope you get twelve. To JN, VL, JN, AM, KM, KL, AC, UI, MB, DM, & everybody else who kept me laughing. No more ditching! Good luck you guys! HaHa Pashe!

Matt Pollari

These four years have gone so fast. Some good times, some hard. AC, AL, NH
Fredrick Poole

Johana Ramos
Thanks to all my choose. Lee Logueta Lee M&M W. W. L G C W. M. name, absolutes los tres con Chris. Joshua love you my little angel BJ & Mrs. G. Mr. W? Thanks.

Aimee Lee Reed
Two roads diverged in a yellow wood, and sorry, I could not travel both. I took the one less traveled by, and that has made all the difference. Robert Frost, I am glad I took the road I did. Thank you to all those people who helped me along the way.

Senior Poll

Class Clowns
Drew Larson
&
Lindsay Retter

Christian Sakdivar

Ruben Sanchez Porras
Primero que nada quiero dar gracias a mi familia que me dio el apoyo para seguir estudiando. Gracias a mis mejores amigos, Jonathan Chervy, Hugo Rosas y 32 Blanca Figuera.

Noel Segatow

Aaron Santos
Lindsay Retter
Thank God, family, & teachers. It's about time. Now the real fun begins. #4 no more drama.

Joyce Roberson
Good luck Jungen! Special thanks to my mom, Penny & Theodore Roberson, Craig & Frances Luedtke, Tiffany Smith & the new baby. To all the loving people that helped me to get where I am.

Crystal Royce
Thank you mom & grandparents you were always there for me, love you. Em U rock! Thanks to all my friends. DR, MS, MT, SA, CA, JH, AM, MC, EN, LN. RN were made it. Scott, you're next!

Senior Poll

Best Eyes

Wayne Paredes
&
Syndal Peterson

Nicole Schilling

Anthony John Schwartz Jr.
Thank you to my family for all their support. Thank you to my friends DM, body forever man. DR, CB, JH, T1W and many others for all the memories. I'm out of here '03.

Lloyd Smith

Claudia Sanchez
Le agradezco a mi mama que siempre estuvo conmigo. A GraciGames igual A Vos mis ojos, a JR, G, VP, AL y al mucho que tanto me a ustedes WW.
Senior Poll

Tiffany Smith
I would like to thank God. My mom, Grandma, Auntie 2, My friends JR CH CLSS PN GP NP. Annie & my first love Dewan, Lindsey, Love y'all.

Krystal Steele

Luke Stevens
Well, it's finally over. Remember the good times & people. Thank you Humboldt senior town, my family, God & all of my friends here with me. TH, SN, SK, SR & many more.

Danny Passeng Thao
Not anyone is cool unless they've attended school but for any fool, life is without school.

Mao Thao
JX, I truly love you! To the class of 2003, LIVE TO THE FULLEST with no regrets & sadness.

Fa Thao
2003 Real Good luck to all my buddies Mv, Ny, FY, GY, GV, VP.

Teacher's Pet
Nick Haley & Aimee Reed

Tona Thao
Sarah Stewart

Thank you God for bringing me through. Thank you Mom & Dad for raising me right and always being there. I love you. Mike & Garrett I love you. Maybe someday you'll be as tall as me!

EN: HH remember name tag? SPF truck or bring. PN: NS, DL, AM. & EN God tree.

Anne Taylor

I’d like to thank all of my teachers who helped me. A special thanks to my friends and a very special thanks to my family. You have really helped me.

S e n i o r  P o l l

Joel Thompson

Thank you Mr. Paulson, Ms. Tiller & Toothpack you are all great! Thanks to my family, peace to all my friends.

Jolene Thurstein

Jennifer Tonn

I wanna say thank you to all of friends & especially my parents for getting me through these four hard years here! Peace out!

Do Anything for Money

Aaron Santos &
Brandi Moryn

La Thao

Sending my love and appreciation to my parents, friends and teachers - thanks for the good and bad memories! You have my heart and all of my love.
Nzyma Tsamchoe

Madeline Allene Tyler
Thank you mom & dad. Heraei I love you. To my friends ME SA, CR, RH LN, CA, IR, KS you're need AM first grade Boys RP, OA SM, ME MG AP, RN.

Boa Vang
O'O 03 we've all come a long way but always remember that we've made memories together. To both my precious families love lots of love always. CGY mommmy love you much peace out o'8 2003.

Mary Q. Vang
Best of wishes to PT, GZ, PT, GZ, NY & all the rest of the class of 2003!!
CLASS OF 2003 ROOX!!

Mee Vang
To my fellow students & friends, I will always remember the good times we shared in H.S., & the memories we've had. Prom dances activities & place we have gone 36 to will always be in my heart. I wish everyone the best of luck in the future.

Vee Vang

Mayra Verdin

Senior Poll

Most Likely to Succeed
Lanny Flahrety & Mai Tong Yang
If you were an ice cream flavor, what would it be and why?

'Neapolitan.
Because I'm all the good flavors in one.'

Jake Holub

If you could take any teachers' place, who would it be and why?

'Mr. Areta. Because then I could drink.'

Luke Stevens
Diguuta Walker
To the one I care about & love, I am going to miss you all. I know all of you the same. Just remember one thing to never let no one get you down or tell you that you can't become anything you want to be.

Tamara Wansfall
To the one I love, JW, DR, Jen, Tara. Thank you were always there for me, upward bound thank you, you gave me the guidance to succeed. I made it! To my girl Marty R.I.P., we miss you.

Rhiann Lynn Wonick
I will remember all the laughs and smiles these past four years brought to me. I couldn't have spent the experience with better people. I love you all, good luck and God Bless. 2003 recycle!

Duna Yang

Senior Poll

Nicest to Underclassmen

Adam Carlson & Brigid Brennan

Genny Yang
We'll see us all! It took a while to be where we are, but it was well worth it. Much love to the class of 2003 and to all my buddies.
Good luck o' 2003 in the next 39 years down your life!! 03 ROCK!

Jim Yang
I will like to thank all my friends and teachers for pushing me to do my work. Good luck everybody and have fun 2003 Rock!

Ker Yang
Senior Poll

Best Smiles

Clint Hall

&

Annie Ly

Mae Tong Yang

Never fear the space between your dreams and reality - Boba Seng

Nao Yang

Thanks for all your support mom & dad, family. Thanks to O for always being there when I need you—friends they know who they are... peace out... c/o 2003 ROY BABEE

Pa Houa Yang

My years at Humboldt have been wonderful. I would like to thank all my teachers and friends for helping me make it this far. Remember good education is the key to success in life.
Pang Yang

These years go out to all my friends: GY, GY, PT, MV, CliCk, NYXM. I've shared four long years with you guys, and it was the best. We've been through it all. I love you guys, so best wishes.

Sara Yimer

Dary Yooun

Thanks mom & dad for being there for me. SY keep your head up. Jill, AL SN & SK we made it. I love you guys. SL & SY you guys are next.

...Seniors Create a

Artist...
Quinton Perry

'Art is like a foreign language. Everyone talks different. Art is my second language. Take a minute and let me talk to you.'

This is not...only the beginning
Language of Art...

Artist...
Kaboa Lor

This painting of my grandmother symbolizes herself as a woman who concentrates on her sewing for it will help her family. I painted this because my grandmother is a strong significant person in my life. I felt that by catching her in the process of working it would show what kind of person she is. Not only does it symbolize my grandmother but my mom. If you notice that in the painting grandmother concentrates on her work and my mothers work they both represent how one is in the process and the other done.

the end...

of a new journey.
People may doubt what you say, but they will believe what you do. - Anonymous

juniors
Jose Garza
Addis Getachew
Madaline Godfrey
Exiquia Gonzalez
Hector Guzman
Uriel Guzman

Erica Havlish
Jeremy Hebert
Thomas Hernandez
Thuy Hoang
Patrick Hoban
Serita Huerta

Ulysses Izaola
Yussuf Jama
Mayra Jara
Carrel Johnson
Dominic Johnson
Dominique Johnson

Jacob Johnson
Tarelisha Jordan
Anders Jorgenson
Shamesiya Kadir
Raminiar Khorn
Michael Kincade

Daniel King
Feu Kong
Maria Lara Gomez
Anthony Lee
Ka Lee
Kalia Lee

Vang Lee
Angela Lehse
Sara Lopez Torres
Chee Lor
Houa Lor
Nou Lor

Pao Lor
Ying Lor
Sergio Lozano
Tot Lul
Pao Ly
Sony Ly

Moses Mahto
Jessica Markfort
Juan Marquez Montejano
Luz Martinez
Justin Masanz
Alex Mason
Beginnings are scary and endings are usually sad, but it's the middle that counts. - Hope Floats
Never express yourself more clearly than you are able to think.  -Niles Bohr
Miguel Flores-Bautista
Raquel Foote
Thomas Forsythe
Nicolas Fraide
Nathaniel Francis
Shalamar Frazier

Rebecca Fredericks
Matthew Freshwater
Ilhesha Frierson
Alyse Garcia
Francisco Garcia
Demetrice Gardner

Maria Gaytan
Caprice Gonzales
Daniel Gonzalez
Leonardo Gonzalez
Marissa Goode
Kimberly Goodman-McNabb

Michael Graham
Brittany Gums
Christopher Gunderson
Christopher Haas
Malai Hang
Jesse Hanson

William Hardy
La Rhonda Harvey
Tajudin Hassan
Steven Heckman
Keng Her
Yer Her

Florecio Heras
Manuel Hernandez Osorio
Anna Hertzog
Antoine Hightower
Trista Holmes
Jeffery Howard

Kiarra Huerta
Rachel Hugley
Norma Husemoller
Montaine Hutchinson
Vanessa Ibarra
Naomi Jackson

Suldano Jama
William Jimenez Mijangos
Adam Johnson
Candace Johnson
Candice Jones
It is not enough to do your best, you must know what to do, and then do your best.

- W. Edwards Deming
If you don't like something, change it.
If you can't change it, change your attitude.

Don't complain. - Maya Angelou
The team was very competitive and played some exciting football. The highlight was our season opening victory over Arlington 36-0 in our own backyard.

"Coach Munkwitz"
Humboldt Football Awards

Most Valuable Player
Jeano Mena

Most Inspirational Player
Jake Holob

Most Improved Player
Alex Mason
Dan King

Most Dedicated Player
John Marlowe

Unsung Hero
Quinton Perry
Varsity Team
First Row: Mai Nha Thao, Brittni Nelson (Captain), Rachel Hugley, Katie Nelson, Samantha Herrera, Geo Ea Yang, Fran Donner
Second Row: Cynthia Morales, Lindsey Retter, Cindy Xiong, Kruti Stoffel
Third Row: Annett Nelson (Coach), Melisa Edwards, Jody Selski (Coach)
Junior Varsity Team
First Row: Rachel Holby, Krista Staffel, Ashley Sandbeck, Fran Donner
Second Row: Mai Nha Thao, Jenny Kennedy, Cindy Xiong
Third Row: David McCleary (Coach), Cec En Yang, Jenny Doba (Coach)

I felt the season went well, we played good and had fun. We seniors will miss all the young ones that we are leaving - Cynthia Morales

9th Grade Team
First Row: Stephanie Wilson, Lagnita Loving, Samantha Herrera, Natalie Hamilton, Sandy Yang
Second Row: Omara Allman, Judy Seli (Coach), Stephanie Rivera
The girls soccer team improved their record this year, winning 2 games. Their good attitude and determination never failed. They were led by a strong corp of seniors: Christina Beverly, Jenny Harrington, Angela Mendez [M.V.P.] Syndal Peterson, and Nikki Schilling; all of whom will be greatly missed next season.

- Kerstin Boettner

First Row: Kali Yang, Christina Beverly, Jenny Harrington, Crystal Royce, Jessica Markfort, Syndal Peterson, Maria Mendez

Second Row: See Yang, Jasmine Brennan, Nikki Schilling, Coach Boettner, Angelica Hernandez, Angela Mendez, Veronica Hernandez, Candice Johnson
The team had a great season & we've got a lot of potential. We will win!

- Kong Vue

[Forward, midfield, sweeper]

Front Row: Kong M. Vue, Ger Yang, Momo Smith, Koa Yang, Ruben Sanchez, Willy Jimenez, Will Hardy

Back Row: Coach Wellston, Chau Lee, Danny Vazquez, Phong Yang, Thao Yang, Kong Tous, Chua Yang, Edgar Barboza, Hugh Rosas, Yee Yang, Jose Camacho, Luke Stevens, Dustin Milligan, Juan Rodriguez, and Assistant Coach TK.
First Row:
Mia Yang, Tanya Brown, Sunny Yang

Second Row:
Tiffany Anderson, Elizabeth Swett,
Victoria Holland, Aimee Reed, Katy Novak

First Row:
Monica Dominguez

Second Row:
Porsha Jones, Terri Frazier (Captain),
Evie Books

Third Row:
Breanna Ingrem, Ana DeSantiago
Girls Swimming

First Row:
Amanda McKenzie, Brandi Moryn

Second Row:
Coach Kowalski,
Sarah Lopez-Torres,
Katie Kretsch, Jennifer Krause

Boys Swimming

First Row:
Cory Borgar, Nick Nagel,
Christian Boyd

Second Row:
AJ Boyd, Steven Heckman,
Tom Forythe, Michael Kowalski
We practice the game.
We play the game.
Were in the game.
We are the game.
We love the game.

Varsity Team
First Row: Ashley Sandbeck, Samantha Herman, Katie Nelson, Crystal Royce
Second Row: Coach Gonzalez, Selina Crespoon, Stephanie Sandbeck, Carolyn Almoget, Jessica Mckinley, Lindsey Rettig, Coach Garcia
Third Row: Coach Sierra
Junior Varsity Team

First Row: Robyn Poorey, Mai Nhu Thao, Samantha Herrera, Marisa Goode
Second Row: Sara Lopez, Creecha Watson, Coach Garcia, Selina Creaseall, Markeesha Watson

9th Grade Team

First Row: Jackie Brooks, Shalamer Frazier, Nicole Becker
Second Row: Tamiko Mitchell, Ifeoma Okealo, Coach Mencke, Gannessa Finley
Winning the championship at the Holiday tournament and working with dedicated players is the start of something good.

- Coach Elizondo

**Varsity**

First Row: Scott Christian, Tji Cheema, Alex Munro, Craig Reck
Laura Balerno, Caleb Jenniger

Second Row: Andrew Ferguson, Ili Varga, Dan King, Joe Mitchell, Elia Burton, Craig Othertan
Junior Varsity
First Row: Shawn Menken,
Caleb Jennings, Joe Riley, Manuel Ayala,
Coach Chlebecek
Second Row: Tyler Chavez,
Caleb Sutherlin, Anthony Burton,
Thao Vang

9th Grade
First Row: Tayvon Dobbs
Thompson Richmond, Roy Hernandez
Rashad Jefferson, Kirby Hogan
Second Row: Howard Jackson,
Caleb Jennings, Scott Christian,
Elder Henderson, Mohamed Mohamed,
Thao Lee
This year's young team wrestled hard all year. The outstanding senior leadership of Anthony Bly and Nick Haley will be missed.

However, with stand out wrestler Juan Mena taking charge, next year Humboldt Hawks have a bright future.

First Row: John Gaston, Nick Haley, Zieg Lucy, John Gray, Chris Letesrer, Evelyn Espinoza

Second Row: Adam Cavanagh (Coach), Anthony Bly, Juan Mena, Vincent Roeter, Juan Mancha, Nick Otto, Ulysses Izalco, Ben Deterich
We had a great year with a lot of empowerment. The team will be even stronger next year.

We had a great group of athletes to work with. Nick Haley was our Captain and made All Conference - Honorable mention. Go Hawks!

First Row: Fue Her, Alissa Otto, Tu Renolda
Second Row: Mr. Alex (Coach), Nick Haley, Tony Lee, Dave Haley
adapted soccer pohi

First Row: Devon Hess, Madeira
Godfrey, Shannon O'Brien, Alexa Haas,
Emily Ozman

Second Row: Jack Martin, Brad
Gogast (captain), Pa Yang, Yang Tan,
(Captain) Kow Xiong, Viola Hietan,
Mary Bohland

Third Row: Dave Vibe, Jeff Shens,
Michael Yung (captain), Lutensis Sigur,
Mike Board, Andrew DiNico,
Dan Garlick, Tim Hauser (Coach)

adapted soccer mh

First row:
Kareni Guditt, Jill Shrowles, Carole Glos,
Tommy Lillmore, Dave Delkpast,
Ray Freeman

Second row:
Coach Dave Obbins, Carole Leihard,
Calib Wudland, Jared Sandoval, Dan Frye,
Thomas Patterson, Ron Bourgon,
Coach Dana Nelson

Our team dominated again for the
second straight season, winning
our second consecutive state title,
under the leadership of our senior
captains. It's their third state title
in four years.

- Coach Dave Obbins

76
adapted hockey mh

First Row:
Assistant Coach, Doug Humen
Tom Lowman, Gassen Leeland
Leah Schaefer, Kerstin Boehner

Second Row:
Devon, Jon Kinney, Lloyd Smith
Aileen Steiner, Dallie Richmond
Tom O'Nalley, Kendra Combs
Ray Freemere, Emily Czine

Third Row:
Head Coach, Jen Wessel
Natalie Hamilton - Student Manager
Shang Vang - Student Manager
Claire Dahlgren, Katelyn Lynch - Student Manager, Caleb Woodland,
Matt Hornberger, Arian Wright
Def. Boyd, Israel Sandowak
Jeanne Martin - Cheerleader Coach

adapted hockey pohi

First Row:
Cheerleaders: Dean Hess, Madeleine Godfrey, Shannon O'Brien,
Alice Flores, Emily Czine
Coach Mary Bobland

Second Row:
Cheerleading Coach, Jean Martin,
Bren Gqouqv, Vang, Theo, Kous, Xiong
Vicke Hkees

Third Row:
Mike York, Letterman Sapprow
Michael Board, Andrew Denero
Not pictured:
Coach Brendan Kohner, Dustin Enquist,
Manager, Dan Johnson, Housa Xiong
Nick Matsetti
Every year Asian club organizes Sadie Hawkins. While decorating for the dance, we ran into several obstacles but we overcame them and had fun. -Genny Yang.

Students Sheng Ly, Cindy Xiong, Shau Ly, Mai Xiong, Soua Yang, Gunnar Liden, Kate Liden, & Jeff Bauer spent 17 days in Thailand & Laos.

Homeland Project Mission Statement: The Homeland Project is a cultural education and community organizing initiative created by and for Hmong Youth, to both reclaim their own cultural identities, and to help non-Hmong Minnesotans better understand the culture and history of the Hmong people. It is a direct response to the daily, lived reality of Hmong Americans a reality filled with the tension between honoring and preserving one's culture, while trying to grow and thrive in another. It is also a grassroots effort to strengthen our diversity in Minnesota through cultural exchange and understanding, especially during this critical time when our collective commitment to democratic ideas of diversity and freedom must be renewed.
Student Council members worked really hard to design and organize this year's Sno-Deze Coronation. They sacrificed an early Saturday morning and rather than sleeping in, they spent the day setting up and decorating the gym for the festivities. The end result was great and all their work paid off. The experience was fun. Great job student council!

King & Queen of Sno-Deze 2003
Craig Landfair
& Johana Ramos

This year's Lord & Lady is Blair Henderson and Natalie Hamilton.
Duke and Duchess is Tyler Chavez and Santana Rivera.
Prince and Princess is Demone Calvin and Jessica Markfort.

After the coronation, Mr. Kruez and student council took the candidates out to eat. After having so much fun and having a full tummy everyone was happy! Congratulations!
clubs &
Senior Class Council

First Row:
Secretary: Janae Beck, Brandi Morvan.
Vice President: Cynthia Morales.
Treasurer: Nicki Shilling, President: Manoil Davis.

Second Row:
Gracy Yang, Dary Youen, Sunny Nguyen, Anne Ly.

Third Row:
Advisor: Mrs. Haines, Peace Yang, Mai Tong Ya, Tamara Weinbach, Angela Mendez, Jennifer Herrington, Lindsey Retter.

Fourth Row:
Bao Vang, Jennifer LaFawon, Jennifer McGee, Synadel Peterson.

Fifth Row:
Shang Lyu, Crystal Roy, Bregg Brennan.

Sixth Row:
Pachec Vien, Mai Vang, Mai Mow Ya, Kaheo Lu, Sarah Stewart.

Seventh Row:
Lolita Snevs, Peilina Nelson, Jacob Kohb, David Heckman.

Eighth Row:
Leah Nelson, Anthony Pha, Anthony Swartz.

Junior Class Council

First Row:
Secretary: Lauren Warren, Advisor: Ms. Johnson, Treasurer: Ms. Nia Thao.

Second Row:
Johnnie Yang, Tong Vang, Pao Loe.

Third Row:
Nick Otto, Esquo Gonzales, Ashley Sandbeck.

Fourth Row:
Ka Lee, Stephanie Sandbeck, Shoua Thao.

Fifth Row:
Chee Loe, Mai Vang, Demone Colton, Tito Foster, Lee Acher.

Sixth Row:
Nua Loe, Deo Meidnael Angel, Anders Jorgenson, Danny Vasquez.

Seventh Row:
Louis Belser, Katie Nelson, Jesse Mardkfort, Matt Bigge.
Student Council

First Row: President, Nikka Schilling, Vice President, Jennifer Harrington, Advisor, Mr. Krauss, Secretary, Angela Mendez, Treasurer, Crystal Royce

Second Row: Sarah Stewart, Jessica Markfort, Measha Dameron, Jacob Habib, Robert Noyola

Third Row: Che Lee, Brain Sjoquist, Jamie Beck, Madison Tyler

Fourth Row: Kaley Novak, Amere Reed, Bridg Brennan

Fifth Row: Cynthia Morales, Marcel Diaz, Eshanne Wonsak, David Heckman

French Club

First Row: Mai Moua Vang, Pa Houa Yang, Moe Vang, Natalie Hamilton, Shoua Thao

Second Row: Becky Yang, Pei Yang, Fez Her, Mai Tong Vang, Tou Lee, Geelle Ratrasam

Third Row: Anne Taylor, Lauren Wanna, Brian Sjoquist, Cheng Seng Vang, Nikka Schilling, Vendelee Lor, Madame Hopen
Asian Club

First Row: Yue Phong Her, Mai Moua Yang, Kebao Lon, Pachae Vun, Bao Yang, Mai Yang, Faleou Yang.
Second Row: Natalie Hamilton, Mai Lee Yang, Ka Yang, Mai Tong Yang, Mai Yang, Pahoua Yang, Sheng Ly, Rob Chandle.
Third Row: See Yang, Pue Her, Kaisa Yang, Sandy Yang, Chue Yang, Advisor: Mrs. Her.
Fourth Row: Kong Vuu, Tou Lee, Lulu Stevens, Chai Lee, Yang Lon, Yee Yang, heng Yang.

Hmong Women Circle

“We gather every Tuesday and talk about everything around us, to try and get us in touch with our culture, learn more about us as a whole and our values. This program helps us get to know ourselves as Hmong women and what we can do to stand up for women like us. Don’t be afraid to be yourself.”

First Row: See Yang, Mianong Yang, Becky Yang, Faleou Yang.
Second Row: Kaisa Moua, Kaisa Yang, Candy Yang, Sheng Ly, Gerney Yang.
Third Row: Sandy Yang, Nou Yang, Shou Ly, Mai Yang, Ka Yang.
Latino Club & Activities

Spanish for Spanish Speakers
Guadalupe Jimenez, Claudia Sanchez, Jose Garcia, Johana Ramirez,
Daniel Vazquez, Jose Carriera, Luis Espinosa, Uriel Gutierrez,
Salma Paredes, Vanessa Fernandez, Juan Ximenez, Juan Rodriguez

African American Club
Yearbook Staff

Front Row: Roman Flores
Second Row: Ulysse Jacobs, Jennifer Harrington, Dustin Milligan, Jena Beek
Third Row: Rhianna Wronick, Matt Bog, Marisol Diaz

The past summer, Rhianna, Jenny and Marisol went Aysegul's College to attend the Jostens Summer Yearbook Camp. There they spent most of their time deciding layouts, designs, and choosing a theme. It was a lot of work but in the end they did a great job and won the biggest award at camp... the free color pages.
Site Base Council

First Row: Secretary Natalie Lynch, Sarah Eltawely, Matt Poller, Co-Cheer Misha Dameron, Mia Tong Vang
Second Row: Teng Vang, Deyza Del Angel, Chee Lun, Bridget Brennan, Demone Cobun, Co-Advisor Ms. Sue Bobrowski, Advisor Mrs. Atkinson

Product Development

Stacy Geona, Yousa Xiong, Dary Youn, and Bo Vang working on the recipe boxes

Roberto Deo-Marron and Christian Sakhtvar preparing the display for the 3 products

Snack Mix, Salad Mix, and Dill Dip

Evel Schilling, and a few others doing a meet on the computer.
Friendship Club

First Row: Manora Vang, Bao Vang, Chai Lee, Jenny Harrington, Lindsey Retter
Second Row: Kong Vue, Nao Yang, Kou Yang, Nick Otto, Jill Streunler, Dominique Poonette, Mrs. Fennig
Third Row: Mr. J. Ebbley, Demone Colvin, Aumee Reed, Ashley Sandbeck, Stephanie Sandbeck, Ye Yang, Pheng Yang, Nikki Schilling,
Audra Holden, Marcel Diameter, Ulysses Ezaola, Bridget Brennan, Mr. Krenz, Advisor Mr. Alee

Math Team

First Row: Mr. Severson
Second Row: Tou Lee, Natalie Hamilton, Arrozeta Macedo, Mr. Larson, Cheng Vang
Third Row: Cheng Seng Vang, Feng Yang, Chao Moya, Jose Ramirez, Nikki Schilling, Chai Lee, John Marlowe
National Honor Society

First Row: Syndal Peterson, Jennifer Harrington, Angela Mendez, Advisor Mrs. Atkinson
Second Row: Mai Tong Yang, Lindsay Retten, Mai Motua Yang, Matt Polan
Third Row: Mao Yang, Pa Houa Yang, Janai Beck, Jennifer McGee
Fourth Row: Amer Reed, Briget Brennan, Sarah Aside, Melissa Edwards
Fifth Row: Cheng Sang Yang, Marcel Dzaz, Rhaanne Worick, Britani Nelson
Sixth Row: Sheng Ly, Pachae Vue, Genny Yang, Cynthia Morales, Madeleine Tyler
Seventh Row: Ka Bao Lor, Bao Yang

College Club

First Row: Mai Tong Yang, Masha Dameron, Bao Yang, Nikka Schilling, Advisor Mrs. Atkinson
Second Row: Mai Motua Yang, Syndal Peterson, Juan Rodriguez, Angela Mendez
Third Row: Christina Beverly, Jennifer McGee, Briget Brennan, Ulysses Izazola
Fourth Row: Cynthia Morales, Marcel Dzaz, Janai Beck, Madeleine Tyler
Fifth Row: Luke Stevens, Crystal Royce
First Row: Jonathan Rose, Adam Carlson
Second Row: Sammy You, Elizabeth Swett
Third Row: Daniel Vasquez, Victoria Holland, Stephanie Swartz, Virginia Bloom, Tony Schwartz, Anne Lussa, Jermey Sparks
Fourth Row: Nick Otto, Anne Taylor, Mr. Schultz, Dustin Milligan, Ulysses Izolea, Advisor Mrs. Erickson

First Row: Christina Beverly, Victoria Holland, Syndel Peterson, Natalie Lynch
Second Row: Nikka Schilling, Beani Maryn, Katja Novak, Rebecca Bauer, Colleen Brennan, Virginia Bloom
Third Row: David Holland, Drew Lussa, Nick Haley, Adam Carlson
Fourth Row: Andrew Bohmer, Tony Schwartz Jr., Alan Boyd, Dustin Milligan, Ulysses Izolea, Dwayne Warhol
Band

First Row: Jenny Vang, Andrea Carlson, Vanessa Ibarra, Jennifer Kennedy, Shoua Mouna
Second Row: Jennifer McGee, Victoria Holland, Anne Lusso, Rachel Hughey, Grace Arroyo
Third Row: Dominic Kelly, William Chau, Trel Bailey, Hae Vue
Fourth Row: Justin Midda, Jose Ramirez, Scott Royce, Nick Haley, Dwane Warhol

Choir

First Row: Mrs. Erickson - Director, Senna Moryn, Da Hoa, Mai Chau Xiong, Bao Vang
Second Row: Elizabeth Swett, Tallee Rovers, ozone Taylor, Samantha You, Monica Dominguez, Tong Yang, Kathryn Wherma, Jake Hamilton, Jennifer Yang, Nicole Johnson
Third Row: Anna McNamara, Rachel Morra, Krystal Wein, Rebecca Fredrich, Shequita Coleman-Moore, Norma Jean Huesmiller, Anna Sabourin, Karveeka Agbolor, Robin Strowder, Renee Ashford
Fourth Row: Nicholas Matthes, Tygchin Hansen, Daniel Vercquez, Kong Vue, Rachel Obama, Anne Taylor, Nwah Boye, Ashley Ballard, Tone Iveron, Selena Inabnett, Dana Morris
JROTC
Color Guard

First Row: Sandy Vang, Mai Vang, Lee Thea, Natalie Hamilton, Pao Ly, Jenny Kennedy, Ka Vang
Second Row: Stephanie Wilson, Sova Yang, Nicole这块信, Kristi Stoffel, Jennifer Harrington, Crystal Royce

Drill Team

First Row: Anthea Johnson, Daniel Lopez, Melissa Nguyen, Teng Yang, Daniel Murphy, Andrea Carlson, Natalie Lynch, Masha Dermon
Second Row: Nick Otto, Carmae Pinkey, Darcy Cleveland, Joe Milek, Tony Schwartz, Nathan Nino, Annie Limon, Rachel Hugley, David Lopez
Inspection Team

First Row: [Kneeling] Tu Reynolds, Robert Spychalla, Dace Cleveland, Nicole Johnson, Raquel Fooks, Donald Hogan
Second Row: Krystal Ware, Esquiva Gonzalez, Vândele Lor, L.Lloyd Smith, D.J. Warhol, James Jodell

Orienteering Team

First Row: Dace Cleveland, Nathan Nuna, Nick Hiley, Tong Yang, Melissa Nguyen, Mia Nha Thao
Second Row: D.J. Warhol, Scott Royce, Sean Brennan, Nick Otto, Tony Ryu, Matt Boges, Juan Mena
I am an Army Junior ROTC Cadet.
I will always conduct myself to bring credit to my family, country, school and the Corps of Cadets.
I am loyal and patriotic. I am the future of the United States of America.
I do not lie, cheat or steal and will always be accountable for my actions and deeds.
Charlie Company

Cadet Creed

I will always practice good citizenship and patriotism.
I will work hard to improve my mind and strengthen my body.
I will seek the mantle of leadership and stand prepared to uphold the Constitution and the American way of life.
May God grant me strength to always live by this creed.

Delta Company
faculty
& staff
Steve Asilts
Business Ed.

Josephine Atienzo
Spanish

Valerie Atkinson
Career Center

Therea Behrke
English

Bonnie Bellows
English

Mike Bernsmaier
Counselor

Julie Binko
Social Studies

Mimi Blanco-Howard
Special Ed.

Sue Bobrowski
Office

Virginia Brouch
Administrator

Annerez Brown
Science

Cheryl Butler
F.A.C.S.

Adam Cavanaugh
Special Ed.

Russell Christian
Office/Security

Rebecca Christopherson
HS TW Coordinator

Lisa Dembowski
DHH

Allison Dern
St. Olaf

John Ekblad
Science

Blanca Egusa
ELL Assistant

Kim Eickelberg
Business Ed.

Michael Ekblad
Science

Steve Elizondo
Art

Lisa Engelstad
Counselor

Jennifer Erickson
Music/Drama

faculty
They live their lives to enrich those who seek guidance and wisdom.

They teach to give back and in return, they receive the satisfaction of knowing they have helped someone.

-Marisol Siboney Diaz c/o 2003
Congratulations to the Class of 2003!

Life is a journey, but it’s sure much easier with an education!

Make the most of this time and don’t forget to have fun

Cherokee State Bank

Tradition, Strength and Service

607 South Smith Avenue • 651-227-7071
Member FDIC

ST. OLAF COLLEGE

St. Olaf College

TRIO/Pre-College Educational Opportunity Programs

Upward Bound
800-827-8658
Heather Campbell
campbellh@stolaf.edu

Educational Talent Search
800-621-7601
Janis Johnson
johnsonj@stolaf.edu

GEAR UP!
877-521-3642
Julia Rivera
rivera@stolaf.edu

Offers:
Help with college applications and financial aid
ACT/PSAT test preparation
College visits and fairs
Academic support
Tutoring and mentoring
Summer residential camps

Qualifications:
TRIO and GEAR UP! serves students from low-income backgrounds who would be the first in their families to graduate from college
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To my sweet, Syndal
From Now On
I've never been kissed so passionately
And my heart belong to you
Touched so softly
Or felt this way before.
We met today
And I fell in love
On never turn away.
Your sweet, innocent face.

Learn from the Mistakes of Others
Anger is only one letter short of danger.
If someone betrays you twice, it is their fault.
Great minds discuss ideas.
Average minds discuss events.
Small minds discuss people.
We started our group, our circle of friends, and life is like a circle. There is no beginning or end.
In the end, we will remember not the words of our enemies, but the silence of our friends.

Many people will walk in and out of your life, but only true friends will leave footprints in your heart.

-unknown-

There will always be a footprint in my heart for y'all.

Love,
Jane

Best Friend -
By: Sara Gould
You told me I was good enough. That I deserved a chance. That I should have the courage to smile, to laugh, to dance. You told me not to care what other people thought. Once you are my best friend. A gift that can't be bought. And now I want to give you. What you always gave to me: love, friendship, caring.
And most importantly, dignity. But how can I do this in ways that equal yours? Once what I want to give you. Can't be bought in stores. What I want to give you is only a simple phrase, I may not mean the very much. But it is in every way. What I want to give you. Will never say my due. What I want to give you is a simple kind. Thank you.
Love,
Always,
Oynthia Murakami

Un Mundo de Paz
Imaginare un mundo hermoso, un mundo de paz
donde no hay odio ni guerra. Solo amor y armonía.
Imaginare un mundo donde la gente no se juzga por el color de su piel o por sus creencias
donde la gente puede vivir en armonía.
Imaginare un mundo donde la gente no tiene que vivir en miedo donde existe la violencia.
Imaginare un mundo justo donde todos tengan a todos
la gente con dignidad y equidad.
Si todos somos mestizos creemos naciones y silenciamos pasada. Podemos hacer este mundo una realidad.
Abra sus corazones hoy - Pringle Berman.
'As we go on... We remember... All the times we had together... As our lives change... Come whatever we will still be friends forever' - Vitamin C

Special thanx to Lindsey Reiter, Carolyn Almquist, Angela Mendez, Melissa Edwards, Crystal Royce, Maddy Tyler, Britni Nielsen, Leah Nielsen, Sarah Aura, Shangh McCurdy, Lanny Flaherty, Chris Bergthold ‘03 clique

Remember the good times! Rob Noyola, you will always be in my heart. Don’t forget the swings at Cherokee. Good luck and God Bless c/o 2003!

My love for you guys goes like this...

Strolling down the beach, with the sand between our toes, we held hands.

We’ve watched as the waves splashed upon our feet, and like our ups & downs, they washed away our footprints. But the waves could never wash away our memories and the time we had with each other. We will continue to hold hands and stroll the rest of the beach together. ~Marri-

I love yall

Good Luck c/o 2003

We Will Miss You
Class of 2003!

Good Luck....

Follow Your Dreams...

Don’t Give Up...
In Loving Memory of Jimmy O'Brien

He was a wonderful friend, his smile was contagious. It's incredible that even though he was here for a short time, he impacted so many lives. He will be truly missed.

Im Free

Don't grieve for me, for now I'm free.
I'm following the path God laid for me.
I took His hand when I heard His call.
I turned my back, and left it all.
I could not stay another day:
To laugh, to love, to work, or play.
Tasks left undone must stay that way.
I've found that peace at close of day.
Be not burdened with times of sorrow;
I wish you the sunshine of tomorrow.
My life's been full. I savored much;
Good friends, good times, a loved one's touch.
Perhaps my time seemed all too brief;
Don't lengthen it now with undue grief.
Life up your heart and share with me;
God wanted me now. He set me free.
...Moving Forward